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Contemporary architecture is continuously changing, especially 
with regard to aesthetics, which means that glass is having an even
more important role than before. In the past, protection from the
sun’s rays was carried out using coloured glass, while in more
recent years high-reflection glasses were used. Today’s architects
are, however, looking for glass with low levels of reflection combined
with a neutral appearance, in order to respect the natural colours
of today’s world. Belgian Glaverbel says it has what architects are
looking for with its new range of multi-purpose glasses.

LAVERBEL FROM THE BEGINNING
Created from the merger between

two large Belgian glass companies
and the first European float plant at Glaverbel
Moustier, in Belgium, in 1965, today’s Glaver-
bel has seen some changes during its past

years. The takeover by the French group BSN
in the 70s, and the acquisition by Japanese
Asahi Glass Co., Ltd. in the 80s, which is still
the company’s major shareholder, are just two
of the company’s highlights. During the 90s,
Glaverbel expanded in the Czech Republic and
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Russia, followed by the redefining of Glaver-
bel’s visual identity - “Glaverbel” as the build-
ing and industry divisions, while “Splintex”
takes  care of the automotive activities.

With the year 2000, Glaverbel’s Sagunto 
float plant was set up in Spain. Within the end of
the year there will be a fourth float plant in
Moustier, Belgium, making it the biggest plant
in Europe.

THE COMPANY TODAY
The second largest producer of flat glass,

and the third largest producer of automotive glass
in Europe, Glaverbel now has an industrial
presence in western, central, and eastern Europe,
with a sales network, according to the compa-
ny, which covers the entire globe. 

Although the Glaverbel group has an envi-
able reputation in solar control glasses with
its Stopsol range of solar control hard-coated
glasses, it is still not satisfied with its answer
to the particularity of the market. With its
13,000 workforce and sales of more than Euro
1.71 billion, the company is now entering the
third millennium with new glasses, to add to its
already wide range of products. 

MULTI-PURPOSE GLASSES
Introduced in Düsseldorf last year at the

Glasstec trade fair, Sunergy immediately
aroused the interest of professional visitors, while
at the same time a massive communication
campaign was run in 25 countries. Sunergy,
which the company says is to be a major step
forward in glass technology, uses Glaverbel’s
new CVD (chemical vapour deposition) process,
which involves applying a thin, perfectly uni-
form coating of metal oxides to the glass on-

line. This operation is possible thanks to the reac-
tion of a very hot gas on the glass ribbon,
which comes into contact with the glass and
forms a hard “pyrolitic” coating.

Sunergy provides solar protection, as well as
good thermal insulation. Suitable for current
architectural trends, which focus more on a neu-
tral look and low reflection, it also offers the solu-
tion that today’s architects and glass profes-
sionals are seeking.

Incorporating the latest technologies, Suner-
gy can meet all current standards in terms of
appearance, by combining low reflection with a
neutral aspect in order to enhance objects by
respecting their natural colours. It comes in
three different shades: clear, green and Azur,
which give the glass unique colouring. Perfor-
mance is also guaranteed thanks to its technical
specifications, which include excellent solar
control and thermal insulation ratings.

Glaverbel claims that Sunergy is the first
range of hard-coated glasses to offer the major
advantage of keeping rooms warm in winter
and cool in summer, thus providing ideal thermal
comfort. Other significant advantages in hot cli-
mates focus on the residential sector, and offer
tangible energy consumption gains and ideal
insulation comfort in both single- and double-glaz-

ing configurations. Sunergy is ideally suited for
the increasing trends in architecture, such as
“double-skin” systems, curved glass, and so on. 

Single- and double-glazing
In single-glazing, Glaverbel claims that its

Sunergy range is the ideal partner for double-skin
walls, with the pyrolitic coating in second posi-
tion. Even more so in double-glazing, where

Double-glazing Sunergy Azur Sunergy green Sunergy clear
(6-l5 Argon - 6 mm)
Sunergy in position 2

LIGHT TRANSMISSION 50 50 61

LIGHT REFLECTION 10 10 12

SOLAR FACTOR 36 33 52

U-VALUE (W/M_.K) 1.7 1.7 1.7

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Product Nominal Max production
thickness* (mm) dimensions (mm)

SUNERGY CLEAR 4-6-8 6,000 x 3,210

SUNERGY GREEN 6-8 6,000 x 3,210

SUNERGY AZUR 6-8 6,000 x 3,210
*Other thicknesses and dimensions available on request

SUNERGY IN MONOLYTHIC PANE
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Sunergy’s solar control and insulation properties
are reinforced. Moreover, depending on the
glass it is combined with, its heat loss coefficient
drops to a U-value of 2.1 W/m_.K in double-glaz-
ing with air, 1.7 W/m_.K in double-glazing with
argon, or even 1.1 W/m_.K in double-glazing with
Planibel Top N and argon. This reduction of
heat lost to the outside world is lower, thus
facilitating a constant internal temperature. Sav-
ings are another important factor in applica-
tions such as double-glazing with built-in blinds,
due to Sunergy’s hard pyrolitic coating.

When assembled inStratobel laminated glass,
Sunergy forms a monolithic, solar-control safe-
ty glass consisting of an exterior pane of Plani-
bel float and an interior pane of Sunergy solar pro-
tection glass, assembled using one or more PVB
(polyvinylbutyral) interlayers.

ARCHITECTURAL CHALLENGES
According to Glaverbel, Sunergy does not

require special transport requirements or edge
stripping. It is ideally suited to applications in
the residential and commercial sectors due to
its high-quality scratch resistance, and ease of
stacking and storing, as well as the availabil-
ity of various processing options, such as
toughening, laminating, curving, enamelling
and screen printing. Therefore, architects and
façade specialists can now exploit new oppor-
tunities without compromising on solar con-
trol, energy performance or appearance.  ■

STRATIFIED SUNERGY

APPLICATION POSSIBILITIES WITH SUNERGY AS THE SECOND PANE

First pane Second pane Colour Available thicknesses* Max dimensions
(mm)

PLANIBEL CLEAR Sunergy clear clear 44.1 - 44.2 - 66.1 - 66.2 6,000 x 3,210
88.1 - 88.2 4,500 x 3,210

PLANIBEL CLEAR Sunergy green green 66.1 - 66.2 6,000 x 3,210
88.1 - 88.2 4,500 x 3,210

PLANIBEL CLEAR Sunergy Azur light blue 66.1 - 66.2 6,000 x 3,210
88.1 - 88.2 4,500 x 3,210

MORE COMBINATIONS FOR SUNERGY GREEN AND AZUR

First pane Second pane Colour Available thicknesses* Max dimensions
(mm)

PLANIBEL GREEN Sunergy clear green 44.1 - 44.2 - 66.1 - 66.2 6,000 x 3,210
88.1 - 88.2 4,500 x 3,210

PLANIBEL AZUR Sunergy clear light blue 44.1 - 44.2 - 66.1 - 66.2 6,000 x 3,210
88.1 - 88.2 4,500 x 3,210

* Two panes x ... mm + number of 0.38-mm PVB sheets
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